As part of a politically charged agenda, Zack Shahin – an American businessman, was kidnapped from the Dubai Rulers Court on March 23rd, 2008, by Dubai State Security. For 17 days, Mr. Shahin was disappeared. During this time, he was deprived of food, water, and sleep and threatened, humiliated, tortured, and forced to sign both blank and Arabic documents that he could not read. For the following 9.5 years, Zack remained incarcerated without conviction...

Mohammed Al Shaibani, Director General of Dubai Ruler Court, CEO of The Investment Corporation of Dubai, masterminded a criminal plan in a drive to seize power and financial control from the late Dr Mohammed Bin Kharbash, State Minister of Finance & Industry (then), Chairman/Managing Director of most vibrant financial entities in Dubai. Kharbash reported to the late Sheikh Hamdan Bin Rashid. Shaibani reports to Dubai’s newly appointed ruler MBR, the younger brother of Hamdan.

Zack was subjected to inhumane and degrading treatment throughout the nine and a half years before any formal conviction and sentencing. He was hospitalized on many occasions, and his broken body was repaired at the expense of his family, paid for by American Express. Numerous protests were made but to no avail. A torturous hunger strike in 2012 led to the direct involvement of Hilary Clinton, and Zack got bail. It lasted weeks, and he was forcibly kidnapped from a US facility in Yemen and spirited back to a Dubai prison hell. A violation of international law facilitated by Emirate’s Airline.

Since 2012, Zack has never left the cruel and torturous facility in the Dubai deserts. He was finally sentenced in 2017 to spend his whole life in jail. It is a long slow death sentence; Zack will die in prison with no hope of parole.

The catalogue of abuse of process is unbelievable. The courts were manipulated, and the accuser controlled the judiciary, the investigation, and the prosecution. To date, no credible evidence has ever been found for the alleged loss, and the “informal document” Zack is accused of producing has never materialized. It is a Dickensian process, and the abuse of power for political gain and financial greed belongs in a forgotten time.

How any of this has been allowed to happen to an honest American Businessman is impossible to comprehend. The incredulity of the affair is perhaps the only reason it has. However, there is no truth to the accusations, and Zack is an innocent victim of a political and corporate power grab.

Close examination of the facts and freeing Zack would expose the crimes of his accusers; therefore, he must die silently and be forgotten in the deserts of Dubai.

https://www.bringzackhome.org/